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Perhaps fitting for a horror short story, the devil is in the details
in Poe’s "The Oval Portrait" (1842). A benighted traveller finds
shelter in an abandoned mansion in the Apennine Mountains of
Italy. Inside he gets absorbed by a stunning painting and decides to
delve into its origins with the help from a book he finds on a
pillow. The story revolves around the complex and often tragic
relationship between life and art. As per usual Poe can’t help
himself to play with layers, and most of the story is told as an
embedded narrative. The intense emotional and psychological
depths of the narrator’s infatuation with the portrait and the
enticing volume that helps to shed a light on the painting make this
short story another fascinating and haunting and Poesque tale
which succinctly glorifies the immortality of art. Edgar Allan Poe
(1809-1849) was an American poet, author, and literary critic.
Most famous for his poetry, short stories, and tales of the
supernatural, mysterious, and macabre, he is also regarded as the
inventor of the detective genre and a contributor to the emergence
of science fiction, dark romanticism, and weird fiction. His most
famous works include "The Raven" (1945), "The Black Cat"
(1943), and "The Gold-Bug" (1843).
Beyond the mist lies a magical secret waiting to be discovered . . .
From Epic! Originals, Unicorn Island is a middle-grade illustrated
novel series about a young girl who discovers a mysterious island
full of mythical beasts and darker dangers! When Sam arrives in
Foggy Harbor, population 3,230, all she can see is a small, boring
town that's way too far from home. And knowing that she's stuck
there all summer with her grumpy Uncle Mitch only makes things
worse. But when Sam discovers a hidden trapdoor leading to a
room full of strange artifacts, she realizes Foggy Harbor isn't as
sleepy as it seems. With the help of a new friend, Sam discovers an
extraordinary secret beyond the fog: an island of unicorns whose
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fates are intertwined with hers.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored
history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as
told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen
years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the
borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated
news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most
significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful,
and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags,
controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players
themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast
members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert,
John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's
most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history
takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights,
from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program
to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the
24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of
politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary,
with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real
change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage,
passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton,
feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone.
Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments
of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most
groundbreaking shows.
Police Oral Boards is a comprehensive guide devoted solely to
helping police officer candidates pass the oral board interview
phase of law enforcement testing. The guide is loaded with dozens
of the most commonly asked police oral board questions as well as
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great answers that are sure to win over your oral board panel. This
is a priceless resource for law enforcement applicants as it gives
the aspiring police officer an inside look at the oral board process
and exactly what it takes to outshine the competition. Written by a
veteran police officer, Police Oral Boards shows you exactly what
it takes to score high on the oral board interview and get the job!
Treasure Hunters
A Clash of Steel: A Treasure Island Remix
MMPI-2
The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
The True Story of a Black Youth's Coming of Age in Apartheid
South Africa
The Daily Show (The Book)
Peg-legged pirates, colorful parrots, and plundered riches--they're all
here in Robert Louis Stevenson's original seafaring adventure. When
young Jim Hawkins decides to follow a map to buried treasure, he
must befriend or outsmart memorable characters such as pirate Long
John Silver, captain Billy Bones, and island man Ben Gunn.
Mutinous plans, mysterious deaths, and a tangle of double crosses
keep Jim guessing all the way to the prize. Inspired by real-life
seafarers, Stevenson captures the adventurous spirit of the times and
the imagination of readers, young and old alike. Revised edition:
Previously published as Treasure Island, this edition of Treasure
Island (AmazonClassics Edition) includes editorial revisions.
Peterson's Master the Humanities CLEP Test thoroughly prepares
you for the CLEP Humanities exam that assesses your general
knowledge of literature, music, art, and architecture. You will start
your preparation with a 50-question pre-test, which is followed by
answer explanations for each question. Then there are review
sections for each subject, accompanied by glossaries of relevant
terminology and pictures of famous structures and paintings. This is
followed by practice questions to help you retain the information
you have reviewed. Your preparation is completed by taking a
50-question post-test, which also comes with detailed answer
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explanations.
THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES Vol.1: English to
French IMPORTANT NOTE: The English text has been modernised
and adapted, and has in large part been rewritten according to the
French translation. THIS EDITION: Volume 1 of this bilingual
edition of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes contains three
stories: 'The Red-headed Association'; 'A Case of Identity'; and 'The
Five Orange Pips'. This volume includes an introductory section
summarising the important aspects of French grammar. The digital
edition also contains a translation skills test. The dual-language text
has been arranged into small bilingual snippets for quick and easy
cross-referencing. The content is ideal for assisting the intermediate
language learner to transition to foreign language only content. Also,
if the content is too difficult, there is other material put out by
2Langauge Books that can help. If you are a beginner, read the
native language snippet first. If you are at an intermediate level, read
the foreign language snippet first. The advanced level is like the
beginners level, except you have to try and figure out the foreign
language text, instead of having it provided. One way to do this is to
cover the foreign text snippet. In the digital edition, you can take an
intermediate or advanced level skills test. The digital edition also
contains the content in 'French to English' format. However, the
print versions in 'English to French' and 'French to English' are two
separate books. Many basic language books offer some form of
audio support. Internet services - primarily news based radio stations
- offer podcasts. Audio from television is an additional resource, and
can be formatted for use on various digital platforms. However, if
audio is an important component of your interest in languages,
electronic devices that support quality text-to-speech (TTS) will
likely be appealing. With a library card, TTS technology (in a device
that supports the relevant content), and the above mentioned
resources (as digital content), an entire language learning system is
available for not much more than a cup of coffee! There is no
substantial financial outlay to get you started. Furthermore, there are
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no additional ongoing fees (and updates), and there are no expiry
dates on 'premium' content and resources. (A Dual-Language Book
Project) 2Language Books
HarperCollins is proud to present a range of best-loved, essential
classics.
Beowulf
Tears of a Tiger
Harry's Trees
The Secret of Lost Luck
Kaffir Boy
Their Eyes Were Watching God

A level 4 Oxford Bookworms Library
graded reader. Retold for Learners of
English by John Escott. 'Suddenly,
there was a high voice screaming in the
darkness: "Pieces of eight! Pieces of
eight! Pieces of eight!" It was Long
John Silver's parrot, Captain Flint! I
turned to run . . .' But young Jim
Hawkins does not escape from the
pirates this time. Will he and his
friends find the treasure before the
pirates do? Will they escape from the
island, and sail back to England with a
ship full of gold?
Retells, in comic book format, Robert
Louis Stevenson's tale of an
innkeeper's son who finds a treasure
map that leads him to a pirate's
fortune.
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A user-friendly reference guide plus
workbook containing the most important
rules of English grammar, punctuation,
capitalization, and writing numbers
that people need every day. Full of
helpful, real-world examples,
exercises, tests, and answers. Perfect
for business professionals, professors,
teachers, students, and home schooling
families, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation is used in hundreds of
universities, high schools, middle
schools and corporations through the
United States as well as in developing
nations. Take an online quiz, get
editing help, order the book, join the
Q&A club, read Jane Straus's articles,
or register for her monthly newsletter.
A beloved adventure classic, The Swiss
Family Robinson is a tale of courage in
the face of the unknown that has
endured the test of time. Trapped on a
remote island after a storm leaves them
shipwrecked, a Swiss pastor, his wife,
and their four sons must pull together
if they want to survive. Hunting,
farming, and exploring a strange land
for the first time, each son not only
tests his own bravery, but discovers a
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skill all his own as they each adapt to
this new, wild place. Full of wonder,
revelation, and invention, this
timeless adventure story has sparked
imaginations of readers young and old
for generations. Featuring an appendix
of discussion questions, this Diversion
Classics edition is ideal for use in
book groups and classrooms. For more
classic titles like this, visit www.div
ersionbooks.com/ebooks/diversionclassics
English to French
Song of the Brook
Julius Caesar
Rock LYRICS Trivia Quiz Book
The Alchemist
Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the
exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of southern
Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan
elements, and history into a powerful narrative.
Genealogies.
When you climb a tree, the first thing you do is to
hold on tight... Thirty-four-year-old Harry Crane
works as an analyst for the US Forest Service. When
his wife dies suddenly, he is unable to cope. Leaving
his job and his old life behind, Harry makes his way
to the remote woods of northeastern Pennsylvania's
Endless Mountains, determined to lose himself. But
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fate intervenes in the form of a fiercely determined
young girl named Oriana. She and her mother,
Amanda, are struggling to pick up the pieces from
their own tragedy--Amanda stoically holding it
together while Oriana roams the forest searching for
answers. And in Oriana's magical, willful mind, she
believes that Harry is the key to righting her world.
Now it's time for Harry to let go... After taking up
residence in the woods behind Amanda's house,
Harry reluctantly agrees to help Oriana in a ludicrous
scheme to escape his tragic past. In so doing, the
unlikeliest of elements--a wolf, a stash of gold coins,
a fairy tale called The Grum's Ledger and a wise old
librarian named Olive--come together to create a
golden adventure that will fulfill Oriana's wildest
dreams and open Harry's heart to a whole new life.
Harry's Trees is an uplifting story about the
redeeming power of friendship and love and the
magic to be found in life's most surprising
adventures.
We want to give you the practice you need on the
ACT McGraw-Hill's 10 ACT Practice Tests helps you
gauge what the test measures, how it's structured,
and how to budget your time in each section. Written
by the founder and faculty of Advantage Education,
one of America's most respected providers of schoolbased test-prep classes, this book provides you with
the intensive ACT practice that will help your scores
improve from each test to the next. You'll be able to
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sharpen your skills, boost your confidence, reduce
your stress-and to do your very best on test day. 10
complete sample ACT exams, with full explanations
for every answer 10 sample writing prompts for the
optional ACT essay portion Scoring Worksheets to
help you calculate your total score for every test
Expert guidance in prepping students for the ACT
More practice and extra help online ACT is a
registered trademark of ACT, Inc., which was not
involved in the production of, and does not endorse,
this product.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by
African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is
considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of
the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.
1000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your
Brainpower
Police Oral Boards
Treasure Island, And, the Black Arrow
The Robbers Cave Experiment
Speak
The Oval Portrait
Originally issued in 1954 and updated in 1961 and
1987, this pioneering study of “small group”
conflict and cooperation has long been out-ofprint. It is now available, in cloth and paper, with a
new introduction by Donald Campbell, and a new
postscript by O.J. Harvey. In this famous
experiment, one of the earliest in inter-group
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relationships, two dozen twelve-year-old boys in
summer camp were formed into two groups, the
Rattlers and the Eagles, and induced first to
become militantly ethnocentric, then intensely
cooperative. Friction and stereotyping were
stimulated by a tug-of-war, by frustrations
perceived to be caused by the “out” group, and by
separation from the others. Harmony was
stimulated by close contact between previously
hostile groups and by the introduction of goals
that neither group could meet alone. The
experiment demonstrated that conflict and enmity
between groups can be transformed into
cooperation and vice versa and that
circumstances, goals, and external manipulation
can alter behavior. Some have seen the findings of
the experiment as having implications for
reduction of hostility among racial and ethnic
groups and among nations, while recognizing the
difficulty of control of larger groups.
The magic treehouse whisks Jack and Annie back
to the days of deserted islands, secret maps,
hidden gold, and nasty pirates.
A sixteen-year-old orphan is kidnapped by his
villainous uncle, but later escapes and becomes
involved in the struggle of the Scottish
Highlanders against English rule.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-todate prep materials! Look for the newest edition of
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this title, The Princeton Review SAT Premium
Prep, 2022 (ISBN: 9780525570448, on-sale May
2021). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from
third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not
include access to online tests or materials included
with the original product.
Master the Humanities CLEP Test
Treasure Island
Pirates' Treasure!
The Swiss Family Robinson (Diversion Illustrated
Classics)
Horrible Harry and the Drop of Doom
McGraw-Hill's 10 ACT Practice Tests, Second
Edition
While going through the possessions of a deceased
guest who owed them money, the mistress of the inn and
her son find a treasure map that leads them to a pirate's
fortune.
IQ tests are routinely encountered in recruitment for
various industries, including for jobs in the government,
armed forces, education as well as industry and
commerce. Competition is fierce and employers are
determined to cut the weak from the strong so it is
essential for candidates to be prepared. Ultimate IQ
Tests is the biggest book of IQ practice tests available.
Written and compiled by experts in IQ testing and brain
puzzles it contains 1000 practice questions organized
into 25 tests, with a simple guide to assessing individual
performance. With a brand new test in this edition,
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designed to be more challenging than the others so you
can track progress, this is the best one-stop resource to
mind puzzles. Working through the questions will help
you to improve your vocabulary and develop powers of
calculation and logical reasoning. From the best-selling
Ultimate series, Ultimate IQ Tests is an invaluable
resource if you have to take an IQ test, but it's also great
fun if you like to stretch your mind for your own
entertainment - and boost your brain power.
Treasure Island
It?s the last day of second grade for the kids in Room
2B!Everyone?s excited about Song Lee?s end-of-theyear party at Mountainside Park. Harry can?t wait for the
scary rides, so when Sidney dares him to go on the
newest one he quickly accepts. But then he realizes that
this ride has the one and only horrible thing he hates.
Will Sidney show everyone Harry?s a yellow canary?
And will Harry have to live through third grade at Sid?s
mercy? ?As always, Harry?s appeal is that he?s both
?gross? and vulnerable.? ?Booklist for Horrible Harry?s
Secret
Ultimate IQ Tests
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the
Correspondents, Staff and Guests
Princeton Review SAT Premium Prep, 2021
Treasure Island (Collins Classics)
The Blue Hotel
Treasure Island Level 4 Oxford Bookworms Library

In this graphic version of the novel, young Jim
Hawkins finds a map and embarks on a voyage with
Captain Smollett and the treacherous Long John
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Silver to find buried pirate treasure.
Two intrepid girls hunt for a legendary treasure on
the deadly high seas in this YA remix of the classic
adventure novel Treasure Island. 1826. The sun is
setting on the golden age of piracy, and the
legendary Dragon Fleet, the scourge of the South
China Sea, is no more. Its ruthless leader, a woman
known only as the Head of the Dragon, is now only a
story, like the ones Xiang has grown up with all her
life. She desperately wants to prove her worth,
especially to her mother, a shrewd businesswoman
who never seems to have enough time for Xiang.
Her father is also only a story, dead at sea before
Xiang was born. Her single memento of him is a
pendant she always wears, a simple but plain piece
of gold jewelry. But the pendant's true nature is
revealed when a mysterious girl named Anh steals it,
only to return it to Xiang in exchange for her help in
decoding the tiny map scroll hidden inside. The
revelation that Xiang's father sailed with the Dragon
Fleet and tucked away this secret changes
everything. Rumor has it that the legendary Head of
the Dragon had one last treasure—the plunder of a
thousand ports—that for decades has only been a
myth, a fool's journey. Xiang is convinced this map
could lead to the fabled treasure. Captivated with the
thrill of adventure, she joins Anh and her motley
crew off in pursuit of the island. But the girls soon
find that the sea—and especially those who sail it—are
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far more dangerous than the legends led them to
believe.
The extraordinary, groundbreaking novel from Laurie
Halse Anderson, with more than 2.5 million copies
sold! The first ten lies they tell you in high school.
"Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you
have to say." From the first moment of her freshman
year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a
big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school. She is
friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-ofsummer party by calling the cops, so now nobody
will talk to her, let alone listen to her. As time passes,
she becomes increasingly isolated and practically
stops talking altogether. Only her art class offers any
solace, and it is through her work on an art project
that she is finally able to face what really happened
at that terrible party: she was raped by an
upperclassman, a guy who still attends
Merryweather and is still a threat to her. Her healing
process has just begun when she has another
violent encounter with him. But this time Melinda
fights back, refuses to be silent, and thereby
achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse
Anderson's powerful novel, an utterly believable
heroine with a bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to
the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while
demonstrating the importance of speaking up for
oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award
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Finalist for Young People's Literature.
A Black writer describes his childhood in South
Africa under apartheid and recounts how Arthur
Ashe and Stan Smith helped him leave for America
on a tennis scholarship
Treasure Island (Amazonclassics Edition)
The Mysteries of Grammar and Punctuation
Revealed
Easy Reader Classics
Classic Starts: Treasure Island
Kidnapped and Catriona
8 Practice Tests + Review & Techniques + Online
Tools
Moby Dick is a novel by American writer Herman Melville. The
work is an epic sea story of Captain Ahab's voyage in pursuit of
Moby Dick, a great white whale. A contemporary commercial
failure and out of print at the time of the author's death in 1891, its
reputation rose during the twentieth century. D.H. Lawrence called
it "the greatest book of the sea ever written." Jorge Luis Borges
praised the style: "Unforgettable phrases abound." Today it is
considered one of the Great American Novels and a leading work of
American Romanticism. The opening line, "Call me Ishmael," is
one of the most recognizable opening lines in Western literature.
Ishmael then narrates the voyage of the whaleship Pequod,
commanded by Captain Ahab. Ahab has one purpose: revenge on
Moby Dick, a ferocious, enigmatic white whale which on a previous
voyage destroyed Ahab's ship and severed his leg at the knee. The
detailed and realistic descriptions of whale hunting and the process
of extracting whale oil, as well as life aboard ship among a
culturally diverse crew, are mixed with exploration of class and
social status, good and evil, and the existence of God. Melville uses
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a wide range of styles and literary devices ranging from lists and
catalogs to Shakespearean stage directions, soliloquies, and asides.
Jim Hawkins finds a map which shows buried treasure! Can Jim
stop Long John Silver from finding the treasure on Treasure Island?
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death of a friend in a
drunk-driving auto accident in which all four were involved, in a
story told through newspaper stories, diary entries, school
announcements, telephone conversations, and classroom
assignments.
Squire trelawney, Dr. Livesey, and the rest of these gentlemen
having asked me to write down the whole particulars about Treasure
Island, from the begin ning to the end, keeping nothing back but the
bearings of the island, and that only because there is still treas ure
not yet lifted, I take up my pen in the year Of grace 17 and go back
to the time when my father kept the Admiral Benbow inn, and the
brown Old seaman, with the sabre cut, first took up his lodging
under our roof. I remember him as if it were yesterday, as he came
plodding to the inn door, his sea chest following behind him in a
hand-barrow a tall, strong, heavy, nut-brown man; his tarry pigtail
falling over the shoulders of his soiled blue coat; his hands ragged
and scarred, with black, broken nails and the sabre cut across one
cheek.
Lord of the Flies
The Ultimate Guide to a Successful Oral Board Interview
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Vol. 1
In the Enemy's Camp
Part IV of VI
1980's
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new
foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the
greatest books ever written for young adults and
an unforgettable classic for readers of any age.
This edition includes a new Suggestions for
Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the
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dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on
an uncharted island, stranding a group of
schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision,
their freedom is something to celebrate. This
far from civilization they can do anything they
want. Anything. But as order collapses, as
strange howls echo in the night, as terror
begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as
far removed from reality as the hope of being
rescued.
A special 25th anniversary edition of the
extraordinary international bestseller, including
a new Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining
magic, mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an
inspiring tale of self-discovery, The Alchemist
has become a modern classic, selling millions of
copies around the world and transforming the
lives of countless readers across generations.
Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical
story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy
who yearns to travel in search of a worldly
treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far
different—and far more satisfying—than he ever
imagined. Santiago's journey teaches us about
the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts,
of recognizing opportunity and learning to read
the omens strewn along life's path, and, most
importantly, to follow our dreams.
This carefully crafted ebook: “The Blue Hotel” is
formatted for your eReader with a functional
and detailed table of contents. "The Blue Hotel"
is a short story by American author Stephen
Crane (1871–1900). The story first appeared in
the 1899 collection entitled The Monster and
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Other Stories. It is a story about a man who gets
in trouble after a stay at the Palace Hotel.
Stephen Crane (1871-1900) was an American
novelist, short-story writer, and poet who is
often called the first modern American writer.
The Blue Hotel (1899) is considered one of
Crane´s finest short stories.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
James Patterson comes a brilliantly original
adventure series, jam-packed with action,
humor, and heart! The Kidd siblings have grown
up diving down to shipwrecks and traveling the
world, helping their famous parents recover
everything from swords to gold doubloons from
the bottom of the ocean. But after their parents
disappear on the job, the kids are suddenly
thrust into the biggest treasure hunt of their
lives. They'll have to work together to defeat
dangerous pirates and dodge the hot pursuit of
an evil treasure hunting rival, all while
following cryptic clues to unravel the mystery of
what really happened to their parents-and find
out if they're still alive.
Intergroup Conflict and Cooperation. [Orig. pub.
as Intergroup Conflict and Group Relations]
Moby Dick
Minnesota multiphasic personality inventory-2
Bearbeitungsdauer: Etwa 60 bis 90 Minuten.
A collection of beloved children's novels that are retold in a
simple writing style.
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